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Help Harry escape the time warp! In exciting animated episodes for levels A1 to B1, you can join
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considerable mass will tell you that this is one amplifier to be reckoned with, and it's confirmed
by skimming the page instruction manual. If you can't find the feature you want in the DSP-A1,
you probably don't really need it to begin with a tuner section doesn't count, as this is an
integrated amplifier, not a receiver. In fact, the DSP-A1 has way too many features to mention
here, much less discuss thoroughly. By far the most important features are the amplifier's
digital signal processing DSP facilities. Using the power of digital computation, the DSP-A1 is
able to generate artificial sonic "reflections" and to feed them through a multiple loudspeaker
array to recreate, in terms of direction, timing, and level, the reflection patterns of a real-world
acoustical environment. I'll call this processing ambience enhancement. Do not think a mode's
name limits its applicability to a certain kind of music or soundtrack. Feel free to experiment. If
you don't find a mode you like immediately, all of them have adjustable parameters
reverberation time, apparent room size, and the like. With tinkering you can pretty well optimize
at least one mode for every piece of program material. Ideally, the effect speakers are placed, in
order of importance, further apart, higher up, and farther away from the listener than the main
front stereo pair. Although the DSP-A1 can be switched to feed the front-effect signals through
the main front speakers in systems without the extra two speakers, the quality of the ambience
in seven-speaker operation is greatly superior. The front-effect speakers don't have to be large,
or even very good, so every effort should be made to include them in any system based on the
DSP-A1. Other processing includes a five-band graphic equalizer for the center channel as well
as a Cinema EQ function, which consists of a single-band parametric equalizer and a treble tone
control with adjustable turnover frequency. Yamaha intends the equalizers for matching
speaker sound quality, a laudable goal. But without a lot of tiresome experimentation it would
be difficult for most users to do speaker matching, which really needs test instruments and test
signals, and it's easy to totally screw up the sound in the process. I'd use these facilities,
sparingly, only as glorified tone controls. The rear-panel facilities include a full set of line-level
preamp outputs incorporating both mono and stereo subwoofer connectors, the latter decidedly
a luxury. Another set of jacks is provided as an External Decoder input, in case another 5.
There's an RF AC-3 input for receiving Dolby Digital signals from a suitably equipped laserdisc
player, three coaxial digital inputs and five optical digital inputs. Analog audio-only facilities are

provided for two recorders, a tuner, a CD player, and even a phono cartridge. All of the speaker
connectors are multiway binding posts spaced to accept dual banana plugs. There are
provisions neither for second-room operation nor for connecting a second pair of stereo
speakers. A door on the large remote control folds back to reveal quite a few buttons. Many of
them are used to control external components via memorization of the infrared commands of
other remotes. There is an amplifier among all the features, connectors, and processing. The
DSP-A1 is rated to deliver watts per channel into 8-ohm loads to the five main channels and 35
watts to each of the front-effect channels. There is no mention on the spec sheet as to whether
these figures are for maximum output from all channels simultaneously or in some other
combination. Not to worry. Our tests showed that the DSP-A1 is capable of delivering all the
power a typical home-theater enthusiast might need. In fact, the DSP-A1's performance on the
test bench was altogether exemplary. All the numbers range from very good to superb. Of
particular interest to me are the low noise levels. In listening tests at normal to loud volume
settings, the amplifier's own noise was never a limiting factor in the dynamic range, which could
be startlingly wide with some classical so-lo-piano and symphonic music. Bass management
was not only done correctly, but the DSP-A1 also managed to produce an undistorted
subwoofer output with worst-case setup conditions all main speakers set to "small," which
feeds every channel's deep bass through the subwoofer output and test signals maximum-level
Dolby Digital signals in all 5. Just keep the amplifier's subwoofer level setting at -6 dB or lower
page 44 of the manual , and the subwoofer output should remain free of distortion. Use your
subwoofer's own level control to balance the bass output. Setup of the DSP-Al's principal
features was simple, even with the onscreen menu system switched to its minimally informative
"short display" mode. That's because the front-panel messages allow both setup and in-use
adjustments without turning on a video monitor, a boon in adjusting the DSP features while
listening to music. All of my listening was with the full seven-speaker setup, with the additional
front speakers placed according to Yamaha's recommendations and one powered subwoofer
connected. Depending on the program material, what I heard was either stupendously realistic
or annoyingly gimmicky. Let me back up. Ever since my- review of the Yamaha DSP-1 processor
more than a decade ago, I've repeatedly expressed reservations about ambience enhancement
of soundtracks not only by Yamaha components. Even the advanced processing of the DSP-A1
has not changed my opinion, which is based on the fact that multichannel soundtracks already
carry the ambience effects intended by the filmmaker. Any added ambience, even when it's as
well done as the DSP-A1's, stands a good chance of degrading a film's dramatic effect, if not the
sound quality per se. A couple of examples should make my point. In an excerpt from
Dragon-heart contained on a demo DVD promoting DTS, there's a scene in which the dragon,
with the unlikely dubbed-in voice of Sean Connery, flies from side to side in the picture while
speaking. When I played this scene using any of the DSP-Al's Movie Theater enhancement
modes, Connery's voice was "dry" and mostly ambience free, as befits the outdoor setting of
the scene, while the dragon was in the center of the screen. But whenever the dragon flew off to
one side of the picture, his voice became much more reverberant - as if the dragon had flown
into, well, a movie theater. This change in ambience for voices panned to the sides of the sonic
image creates a very distracting inconsistency with the screen image, something that the
filmmakers cannot have intended. In a real movie theater, all of the loudspeakers are subjected
to the same ambience, and there is no extra reverberation for side-panned voices or sound
effects. But Yamaha cannot do that here because, as I've pointed out in reviews of other DSP
components, adding ambience reflections to the center channel reduces the intelligibility of
speech, whether of people or dragons. Cinema DSP can work against the filmmaker's dramatic
intentions even in a monaural, black-and-white classic. An important aspect of the cinematic
style of Dr. Strangelove is the variation of sonic environments contained in the soundtrack
itself. The acoustically claustrophobic interior of the B bomber contrasts greatly with the
echo-chamber ambience of the ironically named War Room. The vividness of the sonic
storytelling suffered, and the same thing occurred in at least one scene of every movie I played
using a Cinema DSP mode. Still, the Cinema DSP modes can contribute greatly to the sonic
pandemonium in scenes of mayhem, like the tunnel explosion in Daylight and the destruction of
the cities in Independence Day. But who wants to select a different DSP setting for every scene
change? With some movies you'd have to make an adjustment every couple of seconds. So
while I imagine that a well-conducted showroom demo of Cinema DSP could be an absolute
knockout, with the movie excerpts cannily chosen to avoid the reverberant-dragon syndrome,
once you get the amplifier home you'll eventually find such processing largely superfluous, as I
did. With most films I was perfectly satisfied, and often bowled over, by the unenhanced but
nonetheless often spectacular sound quality of DSP-A1's outstandingly clean and accurate
Dolby Digital, Pro Logic, and DTS decoding. While some of my concerns about fidelity to the

intent of the program producers also apply to multichannel music productions, such as Dolby
Surround and DTS titles on CD, the situation is quite different with the enhancement of stereo
music, in which consistency of ambience throughout an entire program is far more common
and in which the producer is not able to supply ambience effects without detriment to the stereo
program. Ambience signals must come from different directions than the main stereo image if
that is to remain stable and uncolored. When carefully matched with the music, Yamaha's
Sound Field processing has the uncanny ability to move you into the same acoustic space as
the performers. Depending on the music, either "you are there" or "they are here. At first
hearing with the default settings, I often felt that pop music was overprocessed, with voices
losing much of their intended in-your-face immediacy. But when 1 tried adjusting their
parameters downward smaller room, less "liveness," shorter reverb time, less reverb, and so on
, several modes worked very well, producing increased vividness without too much distancing
of the vocals. With music, Yamaha's Sound Field processing provided a source of endless
fascination and interactive experimentation. And the system's ease of use, despite the
many-buttoned remote, is the third reason. The DSP-A1 is an altogether outstanding piece of
home-theater equipment. At this point it is my favorite home-theater amplifier. It'll be yours too
once you grow out of the Cinema DSP modes, and especially if you don't. Yamaha DSP-A1.
Read all. This powerful technique can be used on single tracks or groups tracks while mixing or
even on a master bus in final mastering situations. We dont host any software files here. The
download button will take you to the A1 Audio website where you can download the software
direct. You need to Log In or Register to post here. Gotcha is an. It loads SoundFonts. Ws
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is a gate sequencer aka a trance gate effect with a twist. It uses a Euclidean sequencer instead
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synth designed to create crunchy or deep bass sounds. Beatassist - Gotcha. Beatassist MacPack. MacPack is a bundle of 13 effects exclusive for macOS! Infected Sounds - Ws Deluxe.
Big Apple , a dynamic range compressor designed especially for work in parallel compression
mode without the need for any additional routing inside your DAW. GSI - Easy Convolver. A
spring reverb is a system to obtain artificial reverberation invented during the 40's by Laurens
Hammond also inventor of the Hammond Organ. Infected Sounds - Syn Deluxe. Syn Deluxe is a
new generation of synthesizer designed to generate your favourite sounds. Latest Free
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Stats. Social Networks. Back-to-school maybe? The answer to that question is not clear.
Hopefully that DNA translates to the new and more affordable A1 model. A press release is
enclosed below, along with more photos and a product sheet. The A1 Wireless Speaker System
pumps out stage-quality, stereo sound for the ultimate at-home listening experience. A premium
powered, two-speaker setup that offers excellent music reproduction and surrounds you with a
sense of presence that one-speaker systems often miss. Two speakers vs. The difference
between listening to your music, and hearing ALL of it. The A1 is a breath of fresh air in the
world of home audio. A much needed departure from the industry norm and the idea that big
sound means big bucks. At this price, no audio system on the market performs better in terms
of sound quality and clarity than the A1. A custom-built home stereo system that combines
simple setup, versatile playback capabilities and an impressive sound-stage so you hear ALL of
your music. The way it was meant to be heard. Modestly designed to take on space limitations,
the A1 gives you more room to play your music, your way. Seamlessly stream from any device
via Bluetooth, or directly connect to your turntable, computer or TV. Since , the Audioengine
team has been designing and manufacturing its own speaker drivers and other critical
components. In other words, A1, along with our other speakers, is not a box-built system with
off-the-shelf parts, but includes custom-designed components constructed to our
specifications. What we do not fabricate directly inside our factories, we have built to our
specifications. Latest News. Smaller speakers. Bigger sound-stage. Incredible imaging. More
room for dancing. Share this: Tweet. Share on Tumblr. Good review. Please support this
website by adding us to your whitelist in your ad blocker. Ads are what helps us bring you
premium content! Thank you! Go to mobile version. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by
email. Longer playtime, fully waterproof, integrated voice assistant, and speakerphone. Meet the
upgraded choice for great sound on the go. No matter where you go, who you meet, or what you
set out to do, bring beauty to the moment. The upgraded Beosound A1 is a refined handful of
musical bliss. Designed to be shared by everyone around â€” for hours on end. A luminous
golden finish and co-ordinated carry strap bring a touch of elegance to our powerful portable
speaker. A refined and contemporary take on the timeless aluminium colour that looks great

with everything. With a refined, compact design, the new Beosound A1 offers the best music
experience to date. Punchy, True omnidirectional sound makes this speaker the natural centre
of attention, while the Multipoint feature lets two devices connect and control the tunes. With
powerful battery life and a refined, lighter design, nothing holds you back from taking the beats
on your next adventure. The ultra-portable speaker delivers up to 18 hours of playtime at typical
listening volumes. The durable Beosound A1 is waterproof and completely resistant to dust and
sand. From the beach to the bathtub the music will keep playing wherever you bring it â€” or
accidentally drop it. Enjoy crystal clear voice calls thanks to the superior speakerphone
performance. Bluetooth 5. Pick a song, check the news, or organise your day without moving a
finger. Beosound A1 now fully supports Alexa Voice Assistant. Enjoy every moment to the
fullest with up to 18 hours of play-time. Slimmer, lighter, and sturdier than ever, the Beosound
A1 will go wherever life takes you. Add another Beosound A1 2nd Gen to enjoy a stereo
listening experience. Beosound A1 2nd Gen is slimmer than it's predecessor. By lowering the
height by 0. The interaction with Beosound A1 2nd Gen has been improved to give a simpler,
more intuitive experience. The buttons have been centered towards the strap with clearer
symbols, and the haptic feedback has been improved. Beosound A1 2nd Gen features 3
microphones positioned on the top surface of the speaker for optimal call clarity. And along
with Microsoft Swift Pair and Google Fast Pair integration for seamless connection to your
computer A1 is now perfect for home working. Sign up for our newsletter to receive customized
product news, updates and special invites. Gold Tone. Black Anthracite. What HiFi. Bring
beauty to the moment No matter where you go, who you meet, or what you set out to do, bring
beauty to the moment. Understated yet sophisticated style choice, perfect for every moment.
Inspired by the forest we introduce Beosound A1 2nd gen in Green colour. Pink brings a
youthful burst of colour to Beosound A1 2nd gen. Alexa is here to help. Speaker Configuration 1
x 3. Sound Direction Degrees. Frequency Range Multipoint Available with up to two devices.
Design Expand Designer Cecilie Manz. Weight g. Dimensions W x 46 H x D mm. Power Expand
Battery Playtime Up to 18 hours at typical listening volumes. Battery Size 3. Power
Consumption Typical: 5W Standby: 0. Charging Time 2. Connectivity Expand Bluetooth Version
5. Microphone 3 microphone array for great call clarity. Quick Start Guide Download. User Guide
Download. Visit Product Support. Up to 4 hours at typical listening volumes. Up to 18 hours at
typical listening volumes. Fully dust proof and waterproof. Ideal for online meetings and
hands-free calls. Improved connectivity and audio quality. Wake Word Alexa Voice Assistant.
Compare other Speakers. The evolution of Beosound A1. Design More compact, easier grip
Beosound A1 2nd Gen is slimmer than it's predecessor. Usability Improved touch controls The
interaction with Beosound A1 2nd Gen has been improved to give a simpler, more intuitive
experience. Sound Transformational call clarity Beosound A1 2nd Gen features 3 microphones
positioned on the top surface of the speaker for optimal call clarity. See what the experts are
saying. Previous "It might be small, but the Beosound A1 2nd Gen packs a big punch that
makes it worth every penny. PC Mag. And now in an improved and more robust version. Trusted
Reviews. Expert Review. Tech Radar. Subscribe secondary. Remember me. Sign in. Index
Recent Topics Search Rules. Welcome, Guest. Username Password: Remember me. Forgot
your password? Forgot your username? Create an account. Lightworks Forum. Lightworks
NLE. Reply Topic. New Topic. Single A1 audio to Stereo 3 years, 9 months ago Hi everyone, I
just installed the software and can not figure out how to duplicate audio track. I have recording
with a single channel, but need to convert it to stereo. How do I duplicate audio track? Jack
Moderated - I've move this into audio, since it's an operational matter. Last Edit: 3 years, 9
months ago by briandrys. Reply Quote. Re: Single A1 audio to Stereo 3 years, 9 months ago
You don't need to do that. Open the audio mixer Insert key and set the pan for that audio
channel to the center. If you ever do need to duplicate a track for some reason, make sure you
have another track added to you timeline and holding the Ctrl key, drag the audio clip to the
empty track. Work Comp: Retired! Home Comp: Newer! Send me a tip: paypal. Last Edit: 3
years, 9 months ago by khaver. Khaver, Thank you for feedback. Being new I am ab it slow on
finding the right tabs. In the audio TAB, I see volume controls for each channel and a master
control for both channel. Changing PAN setting does not provide any visual feedback that I
have audio on other channel. A1 - audio is good, A2 - no audio. Do I have to click on the A1
letters and rag them to A2? I have entire audio channel that needs to be made stereo. I need to
load video, make audio to stereo and export video. Have been trying to do this for 2 days. I can
not find anything is n help files. I must be missing something obvious. Thanks Jack. I found
everything. Thank you for your help. Sorry, I don't use the Fixed layout much, so bring up the
Audio Mixer using the Insert key will not work in the Fixed layout, which I now assume you are
using. If all your audio is mono, my previous instructions on using the pan tool on Track A1 is
still valid. You don't need a second audio track. Centering the pan position on track A1 causes

the audio to go equally to the Left and Right output channels, both to your sound card and to
your exported video. In other words, your mono track is turned into stereo. There are also other
ways to do this using Mark and Park. This will copy the clips to A2. Be sure to pan track A1 fully
left and track A2 fully right in the mixer. Re: Single A1 audio to Stereo 3 years, 4 months ago I've
set the pan for the audio channel to the center but when the clip ends and the next one begins
the channel is also still on centre and so froth for every other clip. I've selected the one video
track that I need to fix the audio for but it still has a residual effect on the other clips. Can you
help me out? Welcome to the forum. What are you trying to achieve? I'm combining number of
news clips, all but one have 2 channels of audio. The second clip is only A1. I'm new to video
editing so forgive me if I'm not clear, but I've added all of the clips to a timeline, each clip on its
own video track and all the audio is on the bottom A1 A2 track. I select the clip with the left
channel only audio the rest is deselected and go into Audio Mixer where I pan the left channel to
centre. Afterwards I go back into Edit Mode and play the rest of the video. The following clips
are have the A1 panned to centre as well. I need them to go back to Left. The mixer affects the
complete timeline. Create an additional audio track A3, put the mono audio on A3 and pan the
new channel using the mixer as needed, or duplicate the mono clips on A1 to A2 and pan using
audio nodes. It's better to travel well than to arrive Last Edit: 3 years, 4 months ago by hugly.
Thanks for all the help. I'll look into duplicating A1 into A2. I ended up redoing the clip with the
A1 audio and centering the audio then re-inserting the fixed clip into the montage. Thanks
again, I appreciate all the quick support. Re: Single A1 audio to Stereo 2 years, 11 months ago
Hey I'm having the same problem. All my clips are in stereo but when I put them in the editor
they become mono. I don't understand where to find the pan feature to make them stereo, can
you help me find it. Hello and welcome! If clips are stereo recordings two channels you'll see
two audio tracks when inserting into the timeline, if they are mono one channel then you'll see
one track. Media players detect the difference and switch panning mode. Mixer presets in
Lightworks assume stereo tracks by default to avoid distortion by wrong panning. Last Edit: 2
years, 11 months ago by hugly. Re: Single A1 audio to Stereo 2 years, 10 months ago Hello,
same problem and zero experience. I've followed the steps from about 3 different threads and
can't see any knobs, dials, sliders, widgets, shoehorns, or anything to control pan, on the Audio
tab of what's apparently Fixed layout. I'm trying to play a mono recording evenly between two
channels. Can't even seem to copy the same track onto A2. Going crazy here. What am I doing
wrong? Board Categories Announcements Announcements Lightworks NLE Starting and
Exiting the application Screen capture Console LWMouCon Lightworks on Mac Lightworks on
Linux Third Party Plugins Feature Requests Community Showcase Audio Network Feedback All
QScan topics Website Website - General. Powered by Kunena. Sign in Remember me Forgot
your password? Page: 1 2. Reply Quote Menu. Just so this is clear, nodes do not control pan.
Center pan of a single mono clip is the goal in this case. Thanks for your help. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. With up to
hours of battery life per charge, it lets you keep playing tunes and making calls on the go. A
dust- and splash-resistant aluminum dome makes this speaker an elegant accessory wherever
you take it; or wherever it takes you. For the Autumn and Winter Collection, the A1 wireless
speaker is available in a Nordic-inspired black color that is right on trend. With a deep and
steely shade reminiscent of a cool slate rock face, this Bluetooth speaker amplifies the
soundtrack to your fall and winter adventures with style. Portable Bluetooth speaker for music
and calls Powerful sound and bass; connect two Beoplay A1s for a wireless stereo experience
Battery lasts up to 24 hours at normal volume levels Aluminum dome is dust and splash
resistant Cool natural coloring inspired by Nordic nature. The dust- and splash-resistant
aluminum dome protects electronic components while double-molded polymer creates a solid
base. Enjoy big sound from this ultra-portable speaker, with a peak power of 2x W. In Ambient
mode, the A1 provides full stereo experiences with True sound. Innovative form and function
make A1 a smart companion for on-the-go professionals. For optimal on-the-go performance,
this wireless speaker gives you up to 24 hours of playback from a single charge. An LED
indicator tells you when to recharge the built-in battery. With up to hours of battery life, this
portable speaker can go along for the ride or the hike. Clear calling via the omni-directional
microphone lets you stay in touch with family and colleagues. Proprietary ambient sound
processing delivers the superior audio performance listeners. This ultra-portable wireless
speaker delivers crisp ambient sound in a compact 1. Grab it and go wherever life takes you; it
charges in approximately 2. Created by award-winning designer cecilie man, this Mini audio
powerhouse looks as good as it sounds: a smooth dust- and splash-resistant aluminum dome,
double-molded polymer base and rugged leather strap balance cool sophistication with warm
accents for a unique tactile experience. The convenient connect button allows you to pick up

where you left off, activating your last played music at launch. Not just a music speaker, the a1
also lets you make calls on the go with a multi-directional microphone that increases voice
recognition for everyone on the call. Lightweight but powerful. Skip to main content. Buy new:.
Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday,
Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 3 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships
from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's
warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. Add No
Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by:
CellularStream. Great condition. Comes with aftermarket charger. See more. Only 2 left in stock
- order soon. Sold by CellularStream and Fulfilled by Amazon. Other Sellers on Amazon. Sold
by: Style Lounge. Sold by: Buying Done Right. Have one to sell? Sell on Amazon. Image
Unavailable Image not available for Color:. Color: Natural. About this item This fits your. There
is a newer model of this item:. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List.
One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Sold by Style Lounge and ships
from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Sold by Aproca Direct and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Amazon Basics Portable Wireless 2. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Features: Portable Bluetooth speaker for music and calls Powerful sound and bass;
connect two Beoplay A1s for a wireless stereo experience Battery lasts up to 24 hours at normal
volume levels Aluminum dome is dust and splash resistant Cool natural coloring inspired by
Nordic nature. Durable Design The dust- and splash-resistant aluminum dome protects
electronic components while double-molded polymer creates a solid base. Portable Sound
Enjoy big sound from this ultra-portable speaker, with a peak power of 2x W. Mobile
Professional Innovative form and function make A1 a smart companion for on-the-go
professionals. Listen Longer For optimal on-the-go performance, this wireless speaker gives
you up to 24 hours of playback from a single charge. Get It to Go With up to hours of battery
life, this portable speaker can go along for the ride or the hike. Sound Is Social Clear calling via
the omni-directional microphone lets you stay in touch with family and colleagues. Signature
Sound Proprietary ambient sound processing delivers the superior audio performance listeners.
Beoplay A1. Product Comparison. Beoplay P2. Beoplay P6. Beolit Learn More. Compare with
similar items. Product information Color: Natural Product Dimensions 5. Customer Reviews 4.
Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Color: Natural Verified Purchase. I've had an
old Bose SoundDock Portable for about 10 years now and I've been looking to upgrade it to
something smaller but sounded better but was just as loud. The JBL was the cheapest on the
list and is arguably louder than the A1 and Revolve, but the A1 just sounded so much clearer
and the bass, although sounded slightly lower, was more accurate than the Charge 3. The new
Bose Revolve just didn't match either in sound quality, but it did have better dispersion
outdoors and hung. I eliminated the Bose on also having the weakest volume among the 3. So it
was between the Charge 3 or the A1. Ultimately, the audio clarity and design won out and I
decided on the A1. The Charge 3 isn't that far behind and doubles as a portable phone charger
as well but I wasn't too fond of the design and the quality of the bass was less than that of the
A1 boomier but not as tight I bought one A1 and I liked it so much I decided to get another one.
Took a while to figure out the pairing mode and found that pairing without the app is much
simpler and more reliable. This will pair as the slave speaker and the RIGHT channel 4 Wait until
both speakers beep and the lights sync up and remain steady white. I've tested a great many
bluetooth speakers non-portable, portable and ultra-portable and headphones over the years. I
tend to test them out, return the ones that aren't good, keep those that are. And so I have.
Unfortunately, all of those except the Aiwa are discontinued. The biggest engineering challenge
in a speaker this size, in my evaluation, is the ability to articulate bass. Many reviewers gravitate
towards "it gets very loud" or "it doesn't get loud enough". I notice that - but frankly, don't care.
It's a personal speaker - I use it on my desk, put it on the dresser in a hotel room while on
business travel. Listen to music or movies at moderate volume. What I care about is, almost to

the exclusion of everything else, the quality of sound, especially bass reproduction. It's small,
it's pretty. See in the attached pics, different form factors but similar total size and weight.
Sound quality? Bose has the edge. Although their ostensible low-end frequency response is
comparable, the Bose delivers much flatter, articulate bass right down to about 60Hz. You can
easily defeat it - you'll hear sub-bass tones drop off, and at higher volumes the little bitty woofer
and passive radiator just can't keep up with the mids and treble. But, at moderate listening
levels, the Bose simply creates a more compelling delivery, surprising "oomph", warmth,
"voice" at low tones. I have docked the Bose half a notch for a very narrow sound stage, and to
a degree, room placement; to get the most absolutely brilliant listening experience from the tiny
thing, it is best situated 6 to 12 inches from a vertical corner, and you have to be almost directly
in front of the unit. The treble is a bit "laser-like" in that respect - GOOD anywhere you stand,
but mind-blowing when you're situated right within the soundstage. It's intended to be " degree"
sound, and it is, but there are angles around the hockey puck that have a bit clearer treble than
others. I still would recommend buying this speaker if you want top-tier sound, in an extremely
cool, swanky Scandinavian package. These are the only Very-good-to-great-sounding speakers
I've tried to date. Among those, the Soundlink Mini still leads, but by a much narrower margin
than before! Images in this review. Color: Black Verified Purchase. Oh man! I really really
wanted to love this speaker. When my JBL Flip 3 broke, I decided to go with this speaker; I
wanted the best sound possible and was willing to pay for it. Let me be clear, this is the best
sound quality for a speaker of this class. I was blown away by the soundstage, the low bass,
and the vibrant highs. Furthermore, it gets super loud for a speaker of this size. Simply put, it
was an amazing speaker!!!! It sucks! Just walking to the next room caused it to lose connection.
Then there is the buttons. Yeah, the speaker has a really nice asthetic but it comes at a cost. In
order to bring out the pebble style design, they decided to make the buttons flush into the side.
Even though there are markings for the buttons, they are not very visible and this all results in
your having to know exactly where to push in order to press the button. All of that is bearable
but the worst part was the battery life. I mean, just wow. The point of a modern portable speaker
is to allow you to play your music at a location where you do not have access to an outlet. A
mordern portable speaker of this size should be able to go to the pool, the beach, or the park
and not let you down. Let me be clear and concise, this speaker will leave you empty handed on
your excursion. I ultimately decided to return this speaker after spending a weekend with it.
After the first full day with the speaker, where I first noticed the battery problem, I decided to
buy a Bose Revolver at Best Buy so that I could compare the two. Even though I enjoyed the
sound from the A1 more albeit the hose has a punchier bass , the Bose was simply a far more
refined product. In addition to good sound, iit had superior battery life, solid Bluetooth
connection, and great features including the ability to remember 10 devices and be
simultaneously connected to 2 devices. This has been most useful in using it among my
different devices. Anyway, I wanted the reliability of a finished product and I simply did not want
to take a risk with the A1. In addition to the problems listed above I also noticed that it got really
warm on the bottom during use at higher volumes. Living in south Florida, I was quite
concerned with what could happen were I to take it for a day at the beach. Forget the fact that it
would only last 4 hours; I was concerned that the already hot product when mixed with a
scorching hot Florida sun in degree F heat could actually damage the speaker, maybe even
burn me, and worst case, even explode or something. This speaker was such a shame for me. It
could have been the best. Simply put, it is indeed the best sounding portable speaker at that
size. The thing is I was so impressed with the sound quality that I thought I could keep it and
use it in collaboration with my Echo Dot. Thus, even then it was useless. It is extremely limited
in its application for the reasons explained above. When you csn find a comfortable way to use
the product, it is truly quite something. Ultimately though, the speaker should work for you, not
the other way around. I want a speaker that I can pick up and rely upon for the day. This is not
that speaker. I was happy to free myself from the constraining shackles of this product. You
also need a reliable and wholesome product. For now though See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Hatte die Box jetzt 25 Monate in Benutzung.
Handling auch okay. Akkulaufzeit zuletzt ehr 4 als 24 Stunden. Kurzum, bis letzte Woche war
alles okay. Nun hat leider der Akku nach genau 24 Monaten und 3 Wochen den Geist
aufgegeben. Ich rate also dringend vom Kauf ab! Edit: Es gibt nun doch Ersatzakkus. Translate
review to English. Verified Purchase. On the positive the sound is superb, far better than any
other I have and certainly on a parr, if not better than the Bose. It oozes quality, feels wonderful
and the battery life is more than adequate. On the negative who thought that hiding all the
control buttons and making them invisible was a good idea? Even the grandchildren find it
difficult to turn on and they are tech ninjas. A final mail in its coffin is that it shuts down after
15mins inactivity so the hunt for the on button starts all over again. So in summary yes I love it,

the sound is incredible but I just wish I could turn it on! Deutlich erkennbar ist die filigranere
Beschriftung beim Original sowie die saubere Verarbeitung der Abdeckung. Reviewed in
Germany on March 28, Bose Soundlink II. Amazon devices. Or this? I was an early fan of the
wired minirig. I bought another bluetooth version. They have so much undistorted volume.
Someone once compared the quality of bass as the thickness of a grey pencil line. The Bose
was a very thick grey line; the minirig was much thinner, crisper. More on the minirig
comparison later. You keep looking for perfection. Heart stirring quality. But the third lives in
my kitchen, where my WiFi can not reach. I have the Amazon prime music subscription, so
Alexa plus a decent speaker works for me. You keep looking. I bought the brand new Amazon
show. I had to have a go. But no middle. Worse than either the minirig of the echo plus. Like the
new Amazon show, it kind of makes you want to turn the music off, not on. And wifey will not
permit something that big in the kitchen. It is the answer. That old one with the old iPad inserted
into it. Still use two. The small light headphones, painful but great sound. The only
disappointment was the H4 headphones. Sound rises up with the minirig. With this A1 it
dissipates evenly. Diana Krall. Live in Paris. A Case of You. I always listen out for the cough
from someone in the audience in the first 40 seconds. I heard 4. Color: Moss Green Verified
Purchase. I have owned this for almost two years, and the buttons stopped working. It would
only power-on, at which point all buttons would not function and I couldn't even shut it off had
to wait for it to shutdown when idle. I am very happy. I have lived with this for two years and it's
been superb. The sound quality is very high I typically listen to my Ruark MR1s at home which
should give you an idea about my audio hardware tastes. It's small and light enough to travel
around the world with, and the convenience of being able to lie-it-down anywhere is a fantastic
feature, VERY travel friendly. Would be better if they had an adjustable back-light, like you get
on a laptop keyboard, with different brightness settings. Buy with confidence! Customers who
viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
beoplay h8 , golden lab products , mi mobile , mi mobile phones , mi mobile phone. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Aproca Direct. Computers Buying Done Right. Bluetooth, USB.
Bluetooth, Wired. Battery Powered. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. A compact, premium
powered 2-speaker music system offering versatile, high-quality stereo sound for the
budget-conscious music lover. The A1 Wireless Speaker System pumps out stage-quality,
stereo sound for the ultimate at-home listening experience. A premium powered, two-speaker
setup that offers excellent music reproduction and surrounds you with a sense of presence that
one-speaker systems often miss. Two speakers vs. The difference between listening to your
music, and hearing ALL of it. The A1 is a breath of fresh air in the world of home audio. A much
needed departure from the industry norm and the idea that big sound means big bucks. For the
price, no audio system on the market performs better in terms of sound quality and clarity than
the A1. A custom-built home stereo system that combines simple setup, versatile playback
capabilities and an impressive soundstage so you hear ALL of your music. The way it was
meant to be heard. You don't need a big music system to enjoy expansive, high-resolution
sound. Modestly designed to take on space limitations, the A1 gives you more room to play
your music, your way. Seamlessly stream from any device via aptX Bluetooth, or directly
connect to your turntable, computer or TV. Since , the Audioengine team has been designing
and manufacturing its own speaker drivers and other critical components. In other words, A1,
along with our other speakers, is not a box-built system with off-the-shelf parts, but includes
custom-designed components constructed to our specifications. What we do not fabricate
directly inside our factories, we have built to our specifications. We designed the A1 Speaker
System for quick and easy setup. First, simply place the speakers in the desired location and
connect the AC power cord. Hook up the included speaker wire from the powered left speaker to
the passive right speaker. Then, connect your source device with either of the supplied cables.
Additionally, you can connect wirelessly to any Bluetooth enabled phone, tablet or computer.
The A1 offers wired or wireless playback for extended range streaming via aptX Bluetooth. The
A1 offers high-definition aptX Bluetooth with an extended range of up to ft. The A1 is a premium
powered, plug and play stereo system that will easily connect to any Bluetooth enabled phone,

tablet or computer in seconds. After a quick setup with the included power cord and speaker
wire, immediately start streaming music from your favorite music services TIDAL, Spotify,
Pandora, Amazon Music and more or directly from your music library. The A1 is a
high-performing, low latency stereo system with high-definition aptX Bluetooth. Seamlessly
stream movies and YouTube videos without any significant or noticeable lag between video and
audio. With the A1, use any Bluetooth enabled phone, tablet or computer to wirelessly stream
all of your favorite music services, including TIDAL. They make some of the best sounding,
most solidly built affordable speakers anywhere. Phone Fanatic. Old Schooler. Budget
Conscious. Turntable Enthusiast. With Sonos. With Alexa or Siri. Living Room. Connection
Types:. Jump to a section. Buy Now. View All Tech Specs. Smaller speakers. Bigger
soundstage. Incredible imaging. More room for dancing. Is it easy to set up the A1? If my device
doesn't support aptX, can I still use the A1 to wirelessly stream my music? Can I stream music
wirelessly to the A1 with an Audioengine wireless adapter instead of Bluetooth? Is the A1
designed only for use with Bluetooth devices? What is the wireless range for the A1? Do I need
to install any special software apps or drivers to wirelessly stream my music through my A1?
View More. Which music system is best for you? Take The Quiz. Chat Now. Listen for 30 days.
Love it, or return it for a full refund. Click here for more details. Customers Also Bought.
Additional information Additional information Weight 8. I don't feel lucky. No Luck Today Close,
But Free B2 Wireless Speaker. Get your chance to win a prize! Enter your email address and
spin the wheel. This is your chance to win amazing discounts! Our in-house rules: One game
per user Cheaters will be disqualified. Your gift card is valid for. The Audioengine A1 is a two
speaker system offering versatile, high-quality stereo sound for the budget-conscious music
lover. It includes wired or wireless connections to seamlessly stream from any device via
Bluetooth supports aptX, AAC, SBC codes , or directly connected via 3. Comparing their
specifications, the two speakers could sound very similar since the main difference is in their
internal amplifiers. The bass was teased from the A1 with some clever acoustic and electrical
design without using any digital signal processing or fake bass boost circuits. For the price, no
audio system on the market performs better in terms of soundstage, low end, and clarity as the
A1. The company recommends both speakers should be placed 4 to 6 feet apart at eye level.
The A1 was designed with the goal of exceeding expectations of both value and performance.
These compact speakers really pack a punch, making them a go-to system for tabletop setups
and smaller-room audio at an incredibly affordable price. They can be purchased from Amazon.
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Made in Sweden. With a modular design structure that lets users
upgrade the modules instead Proof positive that not all watts are created equal. Especially
those designed by Nelson Pass. Is the AXA35 the best affordable way to reconnect with your
music? Indeed it is. Stuck at home workin
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g remotely and bogged down by TPS reports? What are the best phono preamps of ? We break
down 3 of the very best from Croft, iFi, and Pro-Ject. New Music App offers a wider range of
music-streaming services and enhanced usability, with more upgrades to follow. Versatile
wireless speaker can stand upright in the kitchen, lay flat on a table or hang on the wall.
Devialet takes audio bling to the next level with their next generation Phantom I Wireless
Loudspeakers. Connect with us. Hi, what are you looking for? The Gadgeteer 4 months ago.
TechWalls 4 months ago. Audioengine A1. PC Magazine 4 months ago. Audioengine A1
Wireless Speakers. Audio Advice 6 months ago. Click to comment. Leave a Reply. Our Reviews.
Mads Malmbak 10 hours ago. Ian White 4 days ago. Contributor Articles 5 days ago. Ian White 6
days ago. Ian White February 15, Ian White February 14, Share Tweet. You May Also Like. Brian
Mitchell February 12, Brian Mitchell February 4, Ian White February 3, Brian Mitchell January 1,

